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Architecture Magazines

The study of twentieth-century Portuguese architecture magazines can shed some

light on the modern ideas that shaped the socio-cultural atmosphere of an era.

Filled with opinion articles on issues such as architecture, construction, arts,

history, materials, engineering, cultural events, artists, in Portugal and abroad, the

study of such records are extremely important when studying the past.

The RIC (Revistas de Ideias e Cultura - Magazines of Ideas and Culture) is a website

that provides access to the collections of the past century Portuguese history's

most representative cultural and political movements' magazines. Acknowledged

as an important source for research, and recognising the relevance of architecture

for society, the team has embraced this cultural area to explore concepts,

understand modern perceptions and expressions of the art of design and building

in architecture periodical publications. This task has started by the analysis of the

first dedicated magazine to architecture in our country: A Construcção Moderna.

Published between February, 1900 and July, 1919, in a total of 514 issues, the

magazine aimed to fill a gap in the dissemination of national and international art

expressions, art history, construction techniques and multidisciplinary discussions

on architecture related topics, such as conferences and exhibitions, associated to

modern thoughts.

By presenting the work-in-progress, it is demonstrated the research potential of

the tool being developed within the RIC project which will potentially support new

research questions and contribute to further research on culture and architecture

ideas in Portugal, in the 20th century.

The RIC (Revistas de Ideias e Cultura - Magazines of Ideas and Culture) website
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A Construcção Moderna

A Construcção Moderna is a technical, artistic and scientific magazine addressing

multidisciplinary discussions regarding not just construction and decorative arts,

but also arts and architecture history, sanitary and hygienic needs and technical

developments, transportation and electrical novelties, bringing to the interested

professional a range of new materials and construction systems that were being

developed in Portugal and abroad. It further had a fundamental role in informing

the readers on conferences and exhibitions.

As the first architecture magazine in Portugal, A Construcção Moderna will be the

first to be made available on this website. Furthermore, its technical and cultural

importance at the beginning of the 20th century has been recognized as, at that

time, it was a cultural media of extreme importance for the widespread of

knowledge on construction practices that aimed to end the national isolation

regarding the developed European scene (Mesquita, 2011). Many of the now

acknowledged significant cultural personalities of that period published their

opinions and designs in the magazine A Construcção Moderna such as architects,

engineers, artists and art critics.

Following the RIC guidelines, the methodology adopted to analyse A Construcção

Moderna includes: to thoroughly read each issue; for each article in the magazine,

identifying a summary, a brief description of the topic(s), authors, subjects,

concepts, quoted names, quoted works and, finally, geographical names; a second

reading of the article confirms the preliminary analysis and the gathered data is

then inserted in the database, in a dedicated record. Some particularities of this

magazine have been attended, as for example the case of commercial

advertisements which, as a sign of development and innovative materials, were

considered to be worth of a dedicated record. The main objective of this work is to

make publicly available this important part of our culture by creating an accessible

and intuitive way to use a large database, further enabling the correlation of

information within the other subjects magazines, included in RIC.

The ongoing work clearly identifies a group of recurrent topics related to

construction, constructive processes and technological innovation along the issues

already read (120/514), such as: architecture projects; technical discussions related

to construction and urban infrastructures; dissemination of fine arts, especially in

Portugal, such as literary works, theatre and international exhibitions.

The on-line access to these dedicated records, along with a search engine that

provides tools to question the database, will contribute for a thorough

understanding of the subjects and concepts discussed in this magazine. Although A

Construção Moderna is already considered an indispensable source of knowledge in

the study of the early 20th century in Portugal, undoubtedly the availability of this

tool will unveil new lines of inquiry, new research questions, and consequently

contribute to future research on culture and architecture in our country.
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Methodology of analysis

Reading + Analysis

Creating a summary for each article;
Identify:

- Subjects
- Concepts
- Geographical names
- Singular quoted authors
- Collective quoted authors
- Quoted works

2nd Reading
- Doubts: identification and

clarification
- Unequivocal identification of the

selected items

Database
- Creating a database entry for each

selected issue

Technical Supervision

- Periodical meetings with the
scientific supervisor

- Content revision
- Analyzing and adapting the

methodology of work

Editing
- Researching and collecting

relevant additional data
- Building the magazine's Magazin

RIC
Revistas de Ideias e Cultura

Magazines of Ideas and Culture

20th century magazines

· Numerous titles
· Extensive collections
· History
· Cultural legacy

Through the website data base it is possible
to:
· Access the selected 20th century cultural magazines and the complete

collections
· View several and extensive douments and studies related to the

magazines in study

Each magazine article as a summary and can be browsed
byindices such as:
· subject
· concept
· location
· quoted work
· quoted author
· author
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